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Overview
In developing countries, industries are often plagued with power shortages. In response, some firms make
their own electric power but most of the others do not. Why do we observe such divergent behavior in the
decision to self-generate? While previous literature focuses on factor demand and marginal cost structure
as key determinants for this decision, it does not explain divergent behavior in firms with similar key
characteristics. We, therefore, take the perspective of contractual relationships and treat electricity
provision as a transaction. Applying a discrete choice ‘make or buy’ model on a primary dataset of Indian
manufacturing firms, we find that higher the sensitivity to ‘transaction-specificity’ in electricity use by
manufacturing firms, greater the likelihood that they will go for vertical integration. But this is limited by
contextual factors like firm size, location and operational environment. We conclude that even a
standardized and physically non-specific asset can generate ‘transaction-specific’ costs, if the context
demands so. We contend that transaction cost economics not only explains vertical integration of
electricity by firms but in similar contexts can be used to explain the industrial organization of other
energy resources which may otherwise be non-specific in nature.

Methods
We estimate some variations of a binary choice probit model to check for the robustness of the key variables
which explain the ‘make or buy’ decision for electricity. Additionally a Heckman 2-stage model is also
estimated to see which factors influence the extent of self-generation. Transaction specificity variables are
measured through power intensity and dependency. Power cuts and voltage fluctuations show supply
uncertainty. The number of power holidays reflects policy uncertainty. The data comes from a representative
sample of 107 firms (of which nearly 40% go for vertical integration) generated through a primary survey of
industries we conducted in the southern Indian state of Andhra Pradesh over a period of eight months. The
sample consists of firms from all the regions of the state and stratified based on industry types as per the 3 digit
classification of the Indian Annual Survey of Industries (ASI).

Results
We find that, when the context is of supply shortages, some firms make their own electric power while others
buy from the grid depending on their sensitivity to transaction costs. Although electricity is not a specific asset
in itself and has a high opportunity cost outside the transaction, we show that it generates transaction specificity
for the buyer who gets ‘locked-in’ to non-production. Such specificity is because electricity has high
coordination economies which impose high costs on buyers when a context of shortages prevails. The power
specificity (PWR_SPEC) variable comes out significant and matches our hypothesis in terms of the direction of
the causality. Higher is the specificity, more likely the firm will opt for self-generation. We observe variation
cross industrial categories. Food manufacturing firms and chemical firms are more likely to opt for the ‘make’
option as compared to other industrial categories. This matches the proposition that transaction specificities
would be higher for them as their dependence on continuous power supply is higher. Power shortage, firm size
and location variables are also significant confirming that contextual factors influence the decision. However,
operational environment does not significantly explain this divergent behaviour but this could be due to
insufficient operational heterogeneity.

Conclusions
We conclude that there is a wide scope and need for research on industrial behaviour related to energy assets in
developing country contexts. This is because the conditions, whether be it policy or operational environment,
differ very much from the developed countries. This implies that firms work under constraints that do not often
allow marginal cost considerations to be met efficiently. More importantly such contexts are beset with
incomplete or uncertain contractual relationships. And when this happens, sensitivity to transaction cost
concerns increase. The challenge lies in identifying and dealing with them. Our study demonstrates that there is
high sensitivity to transaction-specificity in electricity use by manufacturing firms. This is despite the fact that
electricity is a standardized, non-specific asset and in a different context (that of developed countries) would not
generate transaction costs or motivate vertical integration at the firm-level. Yet, a mere shift in the context
transforms it into a kind of ‘transaction-specific’ asset leading to vertical integration. We, therefore, contend that
transaction cost economics does explain integration of electricity by firms but only when the appropriate type of
transaction-specifities are identified, which in turn could vary widely with contexts. More research using the
perspective of contractual relationships and contextual factors would be useful in identifying critical transactionspecificities and enhance the understanding of firm behaviour in developing economies, especially in relation to
energy assets.
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